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Variability of positive augmentation power and work with cadence 

In this study, the positive ankle augmentation power was used as the objective metric of the online control 

parameter tuning method. One may argue that the positive augmentation work (i.e. without dividing by the stride 

time) may also be an indicator of the magnitude of assistance delivered at the joint; however, given that the 

assistance profile was defined based on percentage of a gait cycle, the positive work may vary significantly with 

the wearer’s cadence. In contrast, the positive augmentation power is less affected by variability in cadence, 

making it a more robust objective metric. 

To be specific, Umberger and Martin (2007) [41] reported that the positive ankle power profile varied when 

cadence changed, which resulted -6.3% to +15.6% changes in average positive ankle power (Row (a) in Table 

S1). Meanwhile, the changes in positive work would be -21.6% to +45.2% (Row (c) in Table S1) which was 

much more variable than the positive power, as the changes in stride time (Row (b) in Table S1) are multiplied to 

the changes in positive power. 

 
Table S1. Changes in positive power and work with respect to changes in cadence, using actual data in [41]. 

Of note, in fact the average cadence of each participant during the parameter tuning process did not substantially 

vary in this study, so we expect neither the positive power nor the positive work was significantly affected by the 

cadence. To be specific, as shown in Fig. S2, the changes in average cadence across different conditions was less 

than ±3% for all participants. By applying a quadratic polynomial regression to predict the changes in positive 

ankle power, which is the same method with [41], the estimated changes in positive power induced by this 

amount of cadence change would be only -1.5% to +1.1%. 

 
Fig. S2. Changes in cadence of each participant over the 16 conditions during the control parameter tuning 

process. Each colored line indicates each subject. Each value was calculated as a percentile change with respect to 

each participant’s average cadence. 
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